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Adh dhahir Al Batin 
 
 



 

Date: 23rd January 2017 

 

Introduction 

 

Adh Dhahir: 

Linguistic menaing: 

Adh Dhahhar linguistically it means; 

 As sanad-support. The back gives you support.  

 Muawna- You also find the help. If you have support it gives you help.  

 Ghaladha- If you touch your back you all will feel your bones. So dhahhar also gives 

strength that is just like bones. Dhahar is something that is thick and hard. Batan is soft 

like stomach but dhahar is strong. There is no exact translation as there are so many 

meanings.  

 It also means Al Ghalabah that is something overpowering.  



 

Dhahara:  

 Bana- appear 

 Athdha- clear 

 Alaa- has to come up  

 Artafa- raised.  

 

Adh dhahir also implies unseen that is something that you cannot see. Can you see your back? 

No. That shows that it supports and gives strength but its unseen its in the ghaib. How clear 

Allah is? He is the One who guides us and clarifying everything. Its ghaib but its very important 

and He is the one who supports us. People are batin and whatever we can see is dhahir. I don’t 

know why this and this happens but if Allah wills He will tell us and try to make us understand. 

Sometimes Allah will make things apparent to us in the exact right thing and hidden from us the 

right thing at the right time. For e.g. look at the ashaab al kahaf, they were hidden and the time 

no one knows so Allah kept it hidden from us for a reason. Sometimes what appears to our eyes 

is not the reality. Allah deals with us with His ism Allah Adh dhahir and Batin. Even sometimes 

you will not see what is happening with them. With husband you live for so many years and 

Allah kept things secret from you. Whatever things Allah made clear to you say Alhamdullilah 

and whatever Allah kept hidden from you he knows how to and how much you should know. 

Dhahir is something that is apparent and also unseen, this is the rahmah of Allah. Only Allah can 

be like this. The only one who deserves your worhip Allah alone.  

 Ism Allsh- adh dhahir is associated with knowledge. Adh dhahir: 

1. Your dhahir and batin is same to Allah, he knows everything. He is the One who knows 

everything. He knows that what people are hiding from you. For Him it’s the same that 

is apparent and that is hidden as this is His knowledge.  

2. Another one said Aali that is to be protected. If you are at the top so you can see 

everything clearly as you can look down. We don’t know about the bigger picture that 

Allah can see it and He knows the scenario in detail he is all knower. The more up go up 

the more clear way is seen. The higher the person is the more he knows. But imagine 

how low we are we cant see the full picture. Allah knows everything because He is 

above everything. 

There is no restriction for Allah. There are clear ayat as we can see that this universe didn’t 

come by itself , if we look around at the sun, moon and all other signs. Allah is Ar Rahman and 

Raheem and we can see how He made us and even the animals merciful to each other. 

 



Dhahir: dhahara lil aqbool: 

This is unseen, Allah is unseen but it appears to the brain. You should be able to believe in this 

fact that ALLAH knows.  

 

When you see any existence you think that its real. Allah dhahir fee rahmati, they are having 

the mercy of Allah. No body can see Allah through their eyes. But you can see Allah in 

everything else as signs that proves His existence. Allah express soo much about his commands 

and about Himself.  

Parables- Allah explains how bad is shirk through parables. Allah appears in this way. I cannot 

see Allah with our own eyes. We cannot make pictures of Allah, you cannot picture Allah. 

Whatever Allah told us is dhahir and apparent for us. He made it easier for us. Nobody is dhahir 

and nobody can teach like Allah. He made things clear to us even the unseen matters. Don’t go 

further than whatever Allah tells you, believe in it as it is. He gives us similitude of taking spider 

web as home.  

Its so clear to you, it goes to the brain and you are able to understand. Sometimes Allah clarifies 

matter through Quran and sometimes Allah will show you through experiences in life. for e.g. if 

you are the one who work at home and help others but then someone calls another girl then 

you will feel bad, this shows how shirk makes Allah angry and its bad so this is your experience.  


